Comparison of three methods for measuring height in rehabilitation inpatients
and the impact on Body Mass Index classification: an open prospective study
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Abstract

**Aim:** To compare standing height, estimated current height and demi-span estimated height and examine their impact on Body Mass Index (BMI) classification.

**Methods:** Cross-sectional data was collected on one hundred and four patients admitted to an adult rehabilitation ward and seen by the dietitian. Patient’s standing, estimated current height and demi-span estimated height were collected and grouped by age: 19-64 and 65 years.

**Results:** The limits of agreement (95% confidence interval) for estimated current height compared with standing height were +9.9 cm and -7.9 cm, in contrast to +8.7 cm and -14.3 cm for demi-span estimated height. Demi-span underestimated height when compared with standing height in both age groups, 19-64 years: (mean ± SD) 3.0±6.5 cm (P=0.001, n=68); and 65 year age group 4.0±6.0 cm (P<0.001, n=36) resulting in a significantly greater mean BMI (ANOVA P<0.001, P=0.02). In the 19-64 and 65 year age groups, 3% (2/68) and 10% (4/36) of patients, respectively, had a different BMI classification using demi-span estimated height compared with standing height.

**Conclusions:** Estimated current height is a simple and practical alternative if standing height is unable to be obtained when performing a nutrition assessment. Demi-span estimated height should be used with caution when calculating BMI to assess nutritional status, particularly in the elderly.
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Introduction
An accurate height measurement is required for nutritional assessment in order to calculate Body Mass Index (BMI), as well as to determine ideal body weight and basal metabolic rate which are important for the estimation of energy requirements. Most validated nutrition screening and assessment tools rely on a height measurement to inform a nutrition diagnosis, or identify if a patient is at risk of malnutrition. As height is squared in the BMI calculation, a small variance in height will have a large effect on the BMI. BMI is a strong predictor of mortality, with studies showing individuals classified by their BMI as underweight or overweight/obese are at higher risk of mortality than those within the healthy weight range. Whilst 55% of the Australian adult population is overweight or obese (BMI >25kg/m²), the average BMI of an elderly rehabilitation inpatient is 23kg/m² (lower end of healthy weight range). Inaccurate height measurement therefore has the potential to adversely impact on optimal nutrition management.

Current standing height is recognised as the ‘gold standard’ when calculating BMI, including in the elderly. However, due to changes in posture, spinal deformities and inability of the patient to stand upright, it is not always possible to measure height accurately. Patients in the rehabilitation setting may have medical reasons preventing them from standing, including lower limb or pelvis fractures, paralysis, postural hypotension and severe infections. In these situations, clinicians must use other methods for obtaining a patient’s height.

Alternative methods for estimating height include demi-span, arm span, ulna length, knee height and estimated current height. Whilst studies have identified estimated current height as a valid and reliable method, there are limited studies comparing estimated current height to standing height within the adult inpatient rehabilitation population of both under and over 65 years of age. Furthermore, in clinical practice, height is often obtained by self-report and rarely measured due to inadequate time, resources, or inability of the patient to stand upright.
It is important to note that surrogate height estimates utilising long bone measurements such as demi-span, ulna length and knee height, report maximum adult height and do not change with age, unlike standing height. From the age of 30 to 80 years, standing height can reduce by 5cm in men and 8cm in women. Demi-span was used in this study to determine its suitability in our adult rehabilitation inpatient population compared with current estimated or standing height. Demi-span was chosen due to its ease of use, the ward dietitian’s familiarity with this method, and its inclusion as a surrogate height measurement in both the Malnutrition Universal Screening Tool (MUST) and Mini Nutritional Assessment (MNA). Demi-span estimated height is a measurement taken from an individual’s outstretched arm and standing is not required. The demi-span measurement is then entered into an equation to estimate maximum adult height. Bassey’s demi-span equation was used in this study due to strong inter-rater reliability, validity and versatility of using the equation with our study group.

The primary aim of this study was to compare three different methods of measuring height, and determine their impact on BMI classification. A secondary aim was to determine if demi-span is an accurate alternative height measurement.

Methods

This was an open prospective study of admissions to a rehabilitation ward in Victoria, Australia performed over a two year period. The ward managed patients with a range of impairments including neurological conditions (40%), deconditioning following surgery or acute medical illness (35%), and orthopaedic conditions (25%). Patients were excluded if they had a length of stay of less than seven days, died during admission, or were transferred to acute hospital and did not return. Data was collected on all patients seen by the dietitian and included the collection of demi-span and
estimated current height. Staff collecting the required data did change throughout the study, however the methodology used shows good inter-rater reliability.\textsuperscript{17}

Evaluated variables included age on admission, gender, standing height, estimated current height, demi-span estimated height and body weight. These were recorded on a standardised data collection form and subsequently entered into a password-protected database for analysis.

Standing height was measured using a permanent stadiometer when the patient was able to stand upright during their admission. The physiotherapist measured standing height after estimated current height was obtained to eliminate reporter bias. Patients had footwear removed for the measurement, were asked to stand upright, looking straight ahead with the head upright and not tilted, with feet flat and heels against the wall, and readings recorded to the nearest 0.1 cm.

Patient’s body weight was measured by nursing within the first week of admission on chair scales, wheelchair platform scales or via hoist, depending on the patient’s mobility, and recorded to the nearest 0.1 kg. All scales were calibrated. The weight was documented on a weight chart or in the patient’s medical file.

Demi-span was measured by the dietitian with the patient sitting or lying, from their sternal notch to the web between the middle and ring fingers with the palm forwards. If the patient could not fully outstretch their arm, the measurement was not taken and the patient was excluded from the study. Height was calculated from the demi-span measurement using Bassey’s\textsuperscript{17} formula:

\textbf{Female:} Height in cm = (1.35 \times \text{demi-span cm}) + 60.1

\textbf{Male:} Height in cm = (1.4 \times \text{demi-span cm}) + 57.8

Estimated current height was collected within 1-2 days of admission by the dietitian or nutrition assistant who asked the patient, family or carer the patient’s current height. Collection of estimated current height was routine clinical practice, and the objective of the project was not
divulged in order to prevent recall bias. Estimated current height was obtained from the family or
carer if the patient was unable to report due to impaired cognition or communication deficits, as
perceived by the dietitian or nutrition assistant and after corroboration with other members of the
rehabilitation team. No formal screening of cognition was used for this purpose. Patients were
excluded from the study if standing height, demi-span and estimated current height were not all able
to be collected.

Body Mass Index was calculated by weight divided by height squared,8 where height was
measured by standing, demi-span or estimated current height. BMI reference ranges for the 19-64
year age group were: underweight (<18.5kg/m²), healthy weight (18.5-24.9kg/m²), overweight (25-
29.9kg/m²) and obese (e30 kg/m²).8 As per Lipschitz,13 the e65 year age group BMI reference
ranges were: underweight (<22 kg/m²), healthy weight (22-27 kg/m²), and overweight (>27 kg/m²).

Approval was obtained from the Monash Health Human Research and Ethics Committee to
conduct this project.

Patients were divided into two age groups (19-64 years old and e65 years old) for comparing
the impact of the various height measurements on BMI due to different BMI classifications for the
elderly.13,29,30 Normally distributed data are presented as mean and standard deviation (SD).
Categorical data are presented as number and percentage. Nonparametric data are presented as
median and interquartile range. Comparison between standing height, estimated current height and
demi-span estimated height were analysed using repeated measures ANOVA and subsequent
Bonferroni Post hoc comparison when appropriate. Bland-Altman34 plots were used to assess
agreement between standing height and estimated height (current reported and demi-span). Cohen’s
Kappa coefficient was used to assess agreement in BMI classification when BMI was calculated
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using standing height compared with estimated current height. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS© version 20.

**Results**

104 patients were seen by the dietitian (median age 60 years, range 19-91) and included in this project. The median age (IQR) for the 19-64 year age group was 56 (45.0, 59.0) years, with a median admission weight (IQR) of 72.2kg (58.0, 91.0); 36 were female (53%). The 65 year age group had a median age (IQR) of 71 (67.7, 76.0) years, range 65-91 years, median admission weight (IQR) was 70.5kg (58.6, 80.8); 16 were female (44%).

Mean estimated current height was similar in both the 19-64yo age group (Table 1) and e 65yo age group (Table 2). For the entire patient cohort agreement between estimated current height and standing height showed no systematic bias between the measures. The mean difference between estimated current height and standing height was +1 cm, and the upper and lower limits of agreement (95% confidence interval) were 9.9 cm and -7.9 cm respectively (Figure 1). Patients were classified as underweight, healthy weight, overweight or obese by the BMI calculation. BMI classification using estimated current height agreed strongly with BMI classification using standing height in both the younger and older age groups (Table 1 & 2).

The mean (± SD) demi-span estimated height was significantly lower compared with standing and estimated current height in both the 19-64yo age group (Table 1) and e65yo age groups (Table 2). The mean difference (n=104) between demi-span estimated height and standing height was -3 cm with upper and lower limits of agreement (95% CI) of 8.7 cm and -14.3 cm. There was no systematic bias between the measures.
Demi-span estimated height used to calculate BMI led to more patients in the 19-64 age group (Table 1) classified as obese and fewer as underweight and in the e65yo age group (Table 2) more were classified as overweight and fewer as healthy weight compared with BMI classifications based on standing height.

Discussion

This study found measured standing height and estimated current height produced similar results with comparable BMI classifications in both age groups analysed (19-64 and e65yo). In comparison, demi-span underestimated height in both age groups, and subsequently classified more patients as overweight or obese. This study demonstrated that estimated current height may be used as an alternative to measured height within this inpatient rehabilitation setting. This is an important finding in ensuring efficiency of clinician’s time, accuracy of BMI classification and subsequent nutritional management, and is also less obtrusive for the patient.

There are important clinical implications from our results. Clinicians need to be aware of how the BMI calculation is derived, especially in the elderly. Using current height compared to estimated maximum adult height in the elderly will impact on BMI calculation which subsequently informs the nutrition assessment. Screening tools such as the MUST³ and MNA®⁵ recommend standing height to calculate BMI for malnutrition risk scoring, and if unable to obtain, recommend alternative height measurements of demi-span, ulna length and knee length. They do not use estimated current height as an alternative. Our results suggest that estimated current height may be a more appropriate alternative if unable to measure standing height in an inpatient rehabilitation population similar to that used in this study.
Whilst our study found good agreement between standing height and estimated current height, other studies have not.\textsuperscript{36-38} This difference may be due to younger study populations overestimating current height, the environment in which the study was conducted (community and emergency department), cultural differences and other variables obtained that may bias estimated height such as estimated weight.\textsuperscript{36-38} This is supported by Mozumdar & Liguori’s\textsuperscript{39} findings that misreporting of estimated current height was related to age, ethnicity, in addition to gender and body weight. Their use of correction equations when using estimated current height based on the above variables is an important consideration for future studies.\textsuperscript{39}

Demi-span underestimated height in the study cohort by up to 14.3 cm, therefore caution is suggested when using this alternative measurement. A possible reason for variation may have been the inclusion of demi-span measurements for patients lying, as well as sitting, however this was a practical choice for this study in the clinical setting. Frid \textit{et al}\textsuperscript{25} also concluded that demi-span should be considered as a ‘last resort’. Misclassification of overweight in the elderly by use of demi-span estimated height may have implications in terms of unwarranted dietary restrictions or interventions.

It was observed in this study and others\textsuperscript{40} that some elderly patients had difficulty outstretching their arm and facing their palm forward for the demi-span measurement to be obtained. Whilst patients were excluded if this measurement could not be performed, it does suggest that the demi-span measurement may not be practical for estimating height in this study group.

Strengths of this study include that this is the first study focusing on height measurement methods and their impact on BMI within the general rehabilitation inpatient setting. Measured standing height was performed by a physiotherapist and patient estimated current height was collected by the ward dietitian or nutrition assistant to reduce bias in the data collection.
Importantly, we have shown that when patients cannot stand upright, estimated current height is preferred to the demi-span. Whilst this study was conducted on an inpatient rehabilitation ward, utilisation of estimated current height as an alternative height measurement could be applied in other rehabilitation and aged-care inpatient and community settings. A subject’s cognitive capacity should be considered and utilisation of family or carers to estimate height if required, similar to the methodology of our study.

Whilst numerous ward staff were involved in measuring standing height and demi-span estimated height, as would happen in clinical practice, previous studies have shown that inter-rater reliability of both measurements is strong. Interview bias may have occurred with collection of estimated current height due to more than one staff member collecting this information. Whilst Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient reported the agreement in BMI classification when calculated using standing height compared with estimated current height, this may not represent all individual changes in BMI classification that may result from using the different height methodology.

A limitation was that participants in the study were those who were referred to the ward dietitian, highlighting their possible higher risk of malnutrition, causing an altered BMI compared to the general population. However, our previous study in this similar rehabilitation setting indicates that 90% of patients are malnourished or at risk of malnutrition therefore this should not markedly alter the generalisability of the findings.

A further study utilising a larger sample size within the inpatient rehabilitation population to validate the accuracy of estimated current height is recommended, as this would be a practical and valuable bedside tool for dietitians. Consideration of factors which may impact on estimated current height including patient cognition, gender and ethnic background are recommended.
In conclusion, if standing height is unable to be obtained in the inpatient rehabilitation setting, estimated current height is a suitable alternative. We suggest demi-span estimated height should be used with caution, particularly in the elderly, when calculating BMI due to the potential impact on BMI classification in relation to nutritional assessment and subsequent nutrition management of a patient.
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